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The following is a list of changes in the above paper. All of them are minor, only changing
some numerical coefficients in the expressions.

(a) Equation (66): the sign of the first term, 2wqmq2nn,r, of the expression ρ should be
negative (−2wqmq2nn,r).

(b) The first equation in equation (78), Cμν = (wρ − σ ) ξμ ξν , should read as Cμν =
−(3wρ + σ ) ξμ ξν . This causes the following changes.

(i) In equation (80), the expression (μ + w) should read as (μ − 3w).
(ii) In equation (81), the expression q

μ+w

2w should read as q
μ−3w

2w .
(iii) Page 11, line 6: the expression μ = −w should read as μ = 3w.
(iv) The line before equation (82): the expression μ+ 3w = 0 should read as μ+w = 0.
(v) The line before equation (84): the expression μ+ 5w �= 0 should read as μ+w �= 0.

(vi) The line before equation (85): the expression ε = μ+5w

2w
should read as ε = μ+w

2w
.

(vii) In equation (105), the term w
μ

should read as − 3w
μ

.
(viii) In equation (107), the term w

μ
should read as − 3w

μ
.

(ix) In equation (108), the term w
μ

should read as − 3w
μ

.

(c) The line before equation (70): the statement ‘After performing some scale transformations
z → √

A z, r → √
A r’ should read as ‘After performing some scale transformations

t → √
A/ρ0t, z → √

A/ρ0z, r → √
A/ρ0r’.
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